**TECHNICAL DATA**

- **LOAD**: 5 TON
- **SPAN**:
  - **MIN**: 6 1/8''
  - **MAX**: 37 0''
- **LIFTING HEIGHT**: 29 2 5/16''
- **HOISTING SPEED**: 20.0/3.3 ft/min 2-speed
- **TRAVELLING SPEED**: 65 ft/min stepless
- **WEIGHT OF TROLLEY**: 500 lbs
- **WEIGHT OF BRIDGE**: 3319 lbs
- **MAIN CONTROL VOLTAGE**: 480 / 115 V; 60 Hz
- **CRANE GROUP**: C
- **CRANE POWER SUPPLY**: SX40410050P
- **CRANE DRIVE GROUP**: CMAA C
- **SUPPLY POWER**: 8.81 kV; 60 Hz
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- **SAFETY COLORS**:
  - **PAINT**
    - **ASME H4**: Safety Yellow
  - **CRANE DRIVE GROUP**: CMAA C
  - **CRANE GROUP**: C
  - **CRANE POWER SUPPLY**: SX40410050P
  - **CRANE DRIVE GROUP**: CMAA C
  - **SUPPLY POWER**: 8.81 kV; 60 Hz
  - **LENGTH OF RUNWAY**: 0

**SPECIFY NORTH**